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Amyloids

The Amyloid–Congo Red Interface at Atomic Resolution**
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Amyloids are b-sheet-rich proteinaceous aggregates that are a
pathological hallmark of a number of human diseases.[1] They
can replicate by seeded nucleation and propagate as prions,
and may even exert important physiological activities.[2]
Amyloids are universally defined by their stainability with
Congo red and the resulting green birefringence.[3] Yet,
remarkably, the binding mechanism, geometry, and fine
structure of the Congo red/amyloid complex are not known.
By using solid-state NMR spectroscopy we have characterized, at atomic resolution, the binding interface between
Congo red and amyloid fibrils formed by the prion domain of
the fungal HET-s protein.[4] The dye binds highly sitespecifically by interacting with residues flanking a groove in
the vicinity of a b-arc. The three-dimensional (3D) structure
of the fibril is strongly conserved upon the binding of Congo
red. Remarkably, a single point mutation, designed according
to the binding information, provides an artificial amyloid
structurally indistinguishable from HET-s but not stainable by
Congo red. The methods used require no isotope labeling of
the small molecule and can be used to characterize the
interaction of a broad range of dyes, drugs, and tracers with
amyloids or other insoluble proteins.
Congo red (Figure S1 in the Supporting Information) is a
small molecule that reacts specifically with amyloids and has
been used since the 1920s[5] as the analytical “gold standard”
for amyloid characterization and diagnostics.[6] Despite its
binding specificity and its antiamyloidogenic properties, the
use of Congo red as a molecular amyloid tracer in vivo[7] and
as an antiamyloid drug[8] has been hindered by its high toxicity
and poor pharmacokinetics. Contradictory reports exist on
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the nature of the interaction between Congo red and amyloid
fibrils, but the following facts are generally agreed upon:
Congo red binds roughly stochiometrically,[6d, 9] and the bound
form displays a characteristic red-shift in its absorbance
maximum, and shows dichroism and birefringence.[6a, 10] The
negatively charged sulfate groups of Congo red are believed
to be relevant for binding to two sites separated by a distance
of approximately 20 .[11] In the absence of atomic-resolution
structure information, the binding mode is still debated. The
long axis of the dye has been postulated to orient parallel or
perpendicular to the fibril axis, and the dye binds as a
monomer, oligomer, or micelle,[6c,d] or intercalated between
the b-sheets.[6c, 12] Hydrogen bonds and hydrophobic, aromatic, and ionic interactions have been assumed to contribute
to the binding of Congo red to amyloid fibrils.[6d] Also,
different side chains from residues such as histidine,[13]
arginine,[13b] and lysine[9] have been suspected to promote
congophilia.
Atomic-resolution structures of amyloids, which have
become available recently, enable studies of the interplay
between these proteins and their binding partners in detail.
HET-s(218–289), the prion-forming domain of the HET-s
prion from the filamentous fungus Podospora anserina, is
presently one of the structurally most precisely defined
amyloids.[4b]
To identify the protein surface that interacts with binding
partners by NMR spectroscopy, we set out to detect
characteristic chemical-shift perturbations (CSP)[14] upon
binding by comparing two-dimensional (2D) 13C–13C correlation spectra (proton-driven spin diffusion, PDSD) of stained
and unstained [13C,15N]-labeled fibrils. Since CSPs can be
allosteric, we also performed polarization-transfer (PT)
experiments which directly probe the spatial proximity of
ligand and protein by exploiting the pronounced distance
dependence (r 3) of the dipolar interaction. Previously
published PT approches[15] have proven difficult for our
system as they require isotope-labeled Congo red. We have
therefore devised a method relying on polarization transfer
from ligand 1H atoms to protein 13C atoms, which uses
standard [2H,13C,15N]-isotope-labeled protein but does not
require isotopically labeled ligand. In such samples, the
protons from Congo red are the unique polarization source in
1
H–13C polarization-transfer experiments, and the 13C signals
detected identify residues in spatial proximity to Congo red
(< 4 ). For enhanced spectral resolution, the 13C atoms are
detected in a two-dimensional correlation experiment (dipolar recoupling enhanced by amplitude modulation,
DREAM).
The main results of the NMR experiments are summarized in Figure 1; details are given in Figures S2–S4 in the
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observed for nearly all residues with PT, i.e., for K229 Cd–Ce
(Figure 1 a, right), E265 Cb–Ca (Figure 1 b), and S227/S263
Ca–Cb (Figure 1 c), and also for the adjacent V264 residue
(Figure 1 e). Three additional CSPs, outside the core, were
detected at A248, A249, and V245 (Figure S2), which we
attribute to an additional binding site not relevant to
birefringence (see below). Since other Ser and Thr Ca–Cb
correlations show excellent agreement between the spectra of
Congo red bound and free fibrils, temperature and pH effects
can be ruled out.
The nuclei with CSP or PT upon Congo red binding are
highlighted in the HET-s(218–289) structure[4b] in Figure 2.
These residues appear clustered in the vicinity of the tworesidue arc connecting b-sheets b1a/b1b and b3a/b3a.[4b]
Residues S227, K229, S263, and E265 are surface exposed.
Thus, we can dismiss an intercalation of Congo red between
the turns of the b solenoid because this geometry would lead
to contacts less than 4  between the Congo red protons and
virtually all residues of the hydrophobic protein core, which
would then show PT cross peaks. The experimental findings
are, therefore, compatible only with a geometry in which the
Congo red molecules are aligned with their long axis parallel
to the fibril axis. The distance between K229 of protein
monomers i and i + 2 is on average 19 , close to the 20 
distance of the two sulfonate groups in Congo red. It is
noteworthy that neither CSP nor PT is detected for other
lysines in the protein (K218, K270, K284, of which K270 is

Figure 1. Left: DREAM PT spectra of Congo red bound, fully deuterated
HET-s(218–289) fibrils are shown in red contours. The black contours
correspond to the PDSD spectra of the control, uniformly labeled
untreated fibrils. Right: PDSD spectra of Congo red bound fibrils are
shown in green contours. Differences between the green and black
spectra indicate CSPs. Cross-peaks discussed in the text are labeled.
The PT spectrum is a difference spectrum to compensate for the
background arising from imperfect deuteration (see the Supporting
Information). Full spectra are shown in Figures S2 and S4, experimental parameters are given in Table S2. The symmetric cross-peaks are
displayed in Figure S6.

Supporting Information. Regions of interest from the difference PT spectra are shown as red contours in the left side of
Figure 1. Here we see the few but strong PT peaks plotted on
top of the PDSD reference spectrum of unstained fibrils
(black). Strong polarization transfer is detected from Congo
red to residues S227, A228, K229, S263, and E265. No other
residues obtain polarization from Congo red, as is evident in
the full spectrum shown in Figure S4 in the Supporting
Information. This indicates that the binding is highly specific.
The CSP effects for the same spectral regions are shown
on the right side of Figure 1. First, it should be emphasized
that most CSPs between stained fibrils (green contours) and
the control (black contours) are small,[16] indicating that the
amyloid core structure does not change upon ligand binding.
Nevertheless, noteworthy CSPs and line broadenings are
Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2011, 50, 5956 –5960

Figure 2. Summary of NMR data on Congo red binding mapped onto
the core of HET-s(218–289) amyloid (PDB code 2RNM). Red spheres
denote nuclei with significant CSP effects combined with PT from the
ligand, orange spheres nuclei with PT only, green spheres nuclei with
CSPs only.
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also located in a b-sheet). This not only indicates that the
interaction is highly specific, but also rules out the geometrically feasible attachment of Congo red with its long axis
perpendicular to the fibril axis, that is, by interaction with the
two sulfonate groups to K229 and K270 of two adjacent bstrands.
The data from CSP and PT experiments can be translated
into distance restraints and be used as input for docking
calculations (for a list of all restraints see Table S1.) Using the
program HADDOCK,[17] semiflexible fibril side chains, and a
fully flexible ligand molecule, we found the docking geometry
shown in Figure 3 (PDB code: 2LBU). The Congo red
molecule is embedded in a groove whose bottom is formed by

found to be close to planar (5  38 in the ten most favorable
HADDOCK structures), which can explain the redshift of the
absorbance maximum upon fibril binding.[6d] If every binding
site were occupied in this model, the binding stoichiometry
would be one Congo red molecule per three fibril monomers
(see the Supporting Information).
In summary, our experimental findings demonstrate that
Congo red binds highly specifically to HET-s(218–289) fibrils
along a groove running roughly parallel to the fibril axis
(Figure 3). The binding site features a repetition of positively
charged amino acid residues (here Lys) on the surface with a
spacing of 9.5  defined by the cross-b arrangement of the
backbone. The observed binding site distinguishes itself from
other possible binding sites—including another Lys pattern
with the same spacing—by the existence of a pronounced
groove parallel to the fibril long axis offering the possibility of
forming hydrogen bonds to the protein backbone (Figure 3 c).
The other lysine residue, K270, features a much less
approachable backbone.
These observations lead to the testable hypothesis that a
point mutation at K229 would seriously interfere with Congo
red staining. Indeed, while the wild-type fibrils show pronounced birefringence upon Congo red binding, staining is
weak and birefringence practically absent for the K229A
mutant (Figure 4). NMR spectra (Figure S5 in the Supporting
Information) clearly demonstrate that, while the structure of
the fibril is virtually identical for the mutant as verified by the
highly conserved chemical shifts, CSPs are absent, confirming
the results from microscopy. Other mutants, which form
amyloid fibrils visible under the electron microscope, were
tested, namely Q240A, L241A, R238A, and V267A; these

Figure 3. Structure of Congo red docked to HET-s(218–289). a) Side
view of the complex. The key residue for binding, K229, is marked in
purple. b) Top view showing how Congo red enters the pronounced
groove formed by K229/E265 and S227/S263 (shown in surface
representation). c) Hydrogen bonds between Congo red and the fibril
backbone and between the electrostatic anchor and K229.

the surface of b-sheets 1a and 3a and lined by K229/E265 on
one side and by S227/S263 on the other. The dye molecule is
oriented with the long axis parallel to the fibril axis and the
plane radial to the fibril core. The negative charges from the
ligands sulfate groups point away from the fibril surface and
are in close contact (  2.6 ) with two K229 e-amino groups
(Figure 3). The Congo red molecule thus has a twofold
electrostatic anchor to the i and i + 2 HET-s(218–289)
molecules. The Congo red amino groups point towards the
HET-s(218–289) surface and form hydrogen bonds with
accessible carbonyl groups of the fibril backbone including,
over different HADDOCK ensembles, S227, A228, S263, and
V264 (Figure 3 c, Table S3). The model of the bound complex
as obtained by HADDOCK docking is favorable in terms of
van der Waals interactions ( 44  2 kcal mol 1), electrostatic
interactions ( 166  13 kcal mole 1), and hydrogen bonds
between the ligands functional groups and the fibril surface.
The torsion angle about the biphenyl bond in Congo red is
reported to be apprximately 408 in the gas phase and 20–308 in
solution.[18] In our docking model, this angle is consistently
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Figure 4. Comparison of Congo red staining for the different fibrils.
Wild-type HET-s(218–289) is stained by Congo red and shows applegreen birefringence in polarized light. The K229A mutant stains only
slightly and does not show birefringence in contrast to the wild-type
and the L241A, R238A, Q240A, and V267A mutants. All scale bars are
100 mm.
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mutants do not interfere with birefringence (Figure 4). As the
K229A mutation did not alter the structure of the amyloid
fibrils, the absence of congophilia in the fibrillogenic HETs(218–289) lysine mutant points to a remarkable falsenegative result of Congo red staining: the K229A mutant
forms an amyloid and does not show birefringence. The
weaker binding site at A248, A249, and V245, still present in
the mutant, is therefore not important for birefringence.
Yet congophilia continues to represent the diagnostic
“gold standard” for mammalian amyloidoses and many
disease-related amyloids test positive. Ladders of solventexposed positively charged side chains, a necessary but not a
sufficient condition for the congophila of HET-s(218–289),
were identified in the published structural models for ab,[19]
for example. The presence of additional features identified
here, namely a surface groove and the possibility of hydrogen
bonding in these amyloids, is, in the absence of atomicresolution structures, uncertain. Interestingly, bovine spongiform encephalopathy (BSE) does not typically exhibit congophilic aggregates in cows, but does so upon transmission to
mice[20] and in those cases of BSE that have been singled out
as “bovine amyloidotic spongiform encephalopathy
(BASE)”.[21] These classifications may deserve critical
review in the light of our finding that the congophilia of the
HET-s(218–289) amyloid can be ablated with no significant
impact on the overall structure of the amyloid. Consequently,
the striking findings described here raise the question whether
unrecognized “congophobic” amyloidoses might underlie
many more protein-misfolding diseases than is currently
realized.
The methodology introduced here is also applicable to
other ligands and fibrils, as well as to the characterization of
small-molecule binding to insoluble proteins in general.
Notably, our protocol works with unlabeled ligands, making
the often-tedious ligand labeling unnecessary and facilitating
screening with ligand libraries. Ultimately, detailed information on the interaction of small molecules with this pharmacologically relevant class of proteins should fertilize the
development of improved amyloid markers, as well as drugs
that interfere with fibril formation or stability to ultimately
prevent and cure this class of diseases.

Experimental Section
The stained NMR samples were produced by incubating 15 mg of
fibrillized protonated protein, prepared as described previously,[4b]
with a tenfold molar excess of Congo red disodium salt (CR;
CALBIOCHEM, catalog number 234610) in deionized water for five
days with gentle shaking at room temperature. The unbound CR was
subsequently washed off by five cycles of centrifugation (at 4000 rpm,
3220 g) and resuspension of the pellet in 50 mL of deionized water.
The supernatant after the last centrifugation was colorless. All
samples were resuspended in 50 mm Tris-HCl buffer at pH 7.4.
Finally, the fibrils were centrifuged (1 h at  154 000 g) into 2.5 mm
Varian rotors using an ultracentrifuge.[22] A reference sample without
CR was prepared and treated identically through all steps, except the
CR addition.
A second set of samples was prepared with triply labeled
[2H,13C,15N] fibrils for polarization-transfer (PT) measurements.
After desalting, the monomer solution was lyophilized, resuspended
in D2O (99.85 % D2O, EURISO-TOP), and immediately lyophilized
Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2011, 50, 5956 –5960

again. After a second resuspension in D2O, the solution was adjusted
to pH 7.4 (uncompensated for effects of deuteration on pH measurements) using 3 m Tris in D2O. The fibrillization occurred overnight
while the sample was shaken gently at room temperature. The batch
was separated in two, and half of it was allowed to bind a tenfold
molar excess of CR disodium salt with natural isotopic abundance for
five days. Subsequently both preparations were washed in D2O five
times. The fibrils were filled into 3.2 mm Bruker rotors using an
ultracentrifuge (1 h at  107 000 g), in this case without pH-stabilizing
buffer to avoid proton contamination. The reference sample was
treated identically at all times (except the addition of CR).
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